Abstract: Side-scan and forward-looking sonars are some of the most widely used imaging systems for obtaining large scale images of the seafloor, and their use continues to expand rapidly with their increased deployment on autonomous underwater vehicles. However, it is difficult to extract quantitative information from the images generated from these processes, particularly for the detection and extraction of information on the objects within these images. We propose in this paper an algorithm for automatic detection of underwater objects in side-scan images based on machine learning employing adaptive boosting. Experimental results show that the method produces consistent maps of the seafloor.
Introduction
Safe marine navigation depends crucially on detection of underwater objects and their locations. Methods of detecting such objects fall into three categories: those that use optical devices, those that use ultrasound, and those that employ autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). Among them, sonar installations that use ultrasound, both for commercial and military applications, are the most reliable underwater devices, particularly in dark or turbid conditions that restrict transmission of light through water. If visibility is poor under the water, sonar systems are employed to visualize the underwater environment at a distance from the vessel and to create clear underwater images. Images obtained in this fashion resemble land-based radar images, and can visualize the shape and geological features of the seabed. Detection of underwater objects, which is one of the commonest applications of sonar systems, has become a major challenge in coastal regions, and its application is also being extensively studied in diverse academic fields, including anthropology and marine science. In whatever the field, existing analytical methods currently require skilled technicians, because of the difficulty in automatically detecting objects in side-scan sonar images, owing mainly to the noise that is constantly present in these images, and the significant variability in images due to the environment.
The detection of underwater objects using side-scan sonar imagery includes the exploration of wrecks and mapping of rocks on the sea floor. Most of these investigative strategies make use of the shadows cast by underwater objects [1] . Figure 1 shows how an image is created, using side-scan sonar. Because objects ordinarily have higher reflectivity than their background, the return value from the object surface shows a value higher than that of the background. Sonar images have the characteristic of using this difference to create images.
Another method involves the use of special hardware (computer-aided detection/computer-aided classification: CAD/CAC) [2] . This is effective for decreasing the rate of false detection when a single detection algorithm is used. More recently, neural networks [3] and eigenvalue analysis [4] are also being used to detect underwater objects.
The two problems with conventional side-scan sonar image analysis are that the shape of the object is guessed from the shadow that has been detected, and that the positional accuracy is not very clear. This technique therefore has a long way to go before it can be put to practical use. Because of this difficulty, we currently have no choice but to ask skilled technicians with many years of experience interpret side-scan sonar images to detect underwater objects. Very specialized knowledge is required for the detection, and passing on this expertise to other people is a major challenge. There is also a risk of subjectivity in their judgments. Therefore, there is a need to establish an objective method of detecting underwater objects with the same or even higher precision than that achieved by skilled technicians．
In this paper, we propose a new method for automatically detecting underwater objects based on machine learning [5] that uses Haar-like features and cascade AdaBoost to analyze side-scan sonar images. If applied to images, Haar-like features can detect image characteristics over all sorts of ranges, from fine to broad. They also have outstanding calculation efficiency by introducing a cascade structure in the recognition procedure.
Cascade classifiers can expedite discriminative processing. 
Detection of underwater objects

Acquisition and preprocessing of underwater images
A side-scan sonar equipment is towed by a research vessel. Sonic waves are beamed toward the surface of the seabed, and the difference in the sound waves' reflection intensity is displayed as different shadings to express the seabed by an image. In the course of a sound wave being propagated through seawater, acoustic energy is attenuated by being changed to other forms of energy. This is called absorption loss [6] . This means that images obtained by a side-scan sonar must be corrected for the attenuation.
To carry out appropriate detection, the obtained image is given preprocessing using an edge-preserving filter that reduces noise on the image, while maintaining the edges of an object. This is a technique for calculating the dispersion of gray values in the vicinity of a chosen pixel, smoothing the gray value of the pixel in the direction where the dispersion value is the minimum, and thus reducing noise while retaining edges. In addition, we perform absorption loss correction of sound wave caused by seawater. Figure 2 shows an example of a pretreated underwater side-scan sonar image. Photo (a) in the figure shows the original image, and (b) shows the image after the preprocessing.
Haar-like features and machine learning using AdaBoost
The proposed method uses Haar-like features as image characteristics and AdaBoost to define a classifier. A classifier with a cascade structure is employed to enable high-speed processing. An object recognition technique that uses machine learning through the employment of Haar-like features and AdaBoost was proposed by Viola and Jones [5] . It has been improved later to achieve even faster processing speeds [7, 8] .
Extraction of a feature value
Most of the underwater objects observed in side-scan sonar images have the following common characteristics.
(1) The object is paired with its shadow. (2) The shadow region is darker than the object. (3) The shadow region is darker than the background. (4) The object region is lighter than the background. (5) A shadow falls only in the direction opposite (horizontal) to the beam emitted from the sonar. These characteristics comprise the basic information that is useful for detecting the objects. To extract the objects having the above characteristics, we use the Haar-like features shown in Fig. 3 , taking into account the direction of the sound waves emitted by the side-scan sonar. Since the ultrasound emitted from the sonar extends only in the lateral direction, the Haar-like feature having the direction shown by Fig.3(a) is employed. As the shape of the shadow of an object is deformed according to the positional relationship between the object and a sonar, a set of Haar-like features shown by Fig. 3(b) is additionally employed.
The value of a feature is expressed as the difference between the average gray value inside the white rectangle and the average gray value inside the black rectangle. The t th weak classifier is defined using the following formula. Here z represents a feature value calculated by a single Haar-like feature, and q is a threshold value. p is a variable that determines the direction of the inequality sign that compares the feature value z and the threshold value q . It takes the value of either +1 or -1.
Prior to the learning process, we create a variety of Haar-like features in advance by comprehensively varying the position and size of the rectangle. Based on detection resolution of 24 x 32 pixels, which is the smallest search region(sub-window) in the performed experiment, the feature value z of search region often amounts to approximately 90,000. To efficiently and rapidly calculate this huge feature value, we use an integral image [9] for calculating the values of the Haar-like features.
An integral image F(i,j) defined by Eq. (2) is an image which provides the sum of gray values from the origin (0,0) to pixel p(i,j) on image f shown in Fig.4 .
Integral image is a data structure and algorithm for quickly and efficiently generating the sum of values in a rectangular region in an image. 
AdaBoost
AdaBoost is a learning/discrimination algorithm whose concept is to connect a multiple number of weak classifiers whose individual discrimination capabilities are not very high to create a strong classifier. A strong classifier is made by combining several weak classifiers that are weighted according to their degree of importance. Initially, uniform weights are given to all the samples. In the process of learning of weak classifiers, the weight of a sample which was correctly classified by a weak classifier is reduced, whereas the weight of a sample which was not correctly classified is increased. By using the samples having the increased weights, the weak classifiers which classify them correctly are chosen in the next stage.
Assuming that a weak classifier is h t (x) (t = 1,2,…,T), α t is expressed as 
Cascade structure
As shown in Fig.5 , a classifier having a cascade structure has strong classifiers ( H n ( x ): n = 1,2,…,N) connected in a straight line, with N representing the number of the strong classifiers. The feature values, or the input data extracted from image data in regions surrounded by a search region(sub-window), is used to identify whether or not an object is contained inside the search region(sub-window). The n th strong classifier H n (x) can be defined by the following formula;
Here h n,t (x) is the t th weak classifier selected at the stage n.; T n is the number of the weak classifiers selected at the stage n; α n,t is the weight of the weak classifier h n,t (x); and θ n is the threshold value at the stage n.
The role of the classifier placed in the first stage of the cascade is to reject simple background regions. To distinguish an object from the background regions, only a very small number of weak classifiers is needed. The majority of images can be rejected with a very low calculation cost, and the process can move on to the identification of the window in the next position. The classifiers on the second stage use an even greater number of weak classifiers to distinguish an object from any complex background that was not rejected in the former stage. Only a window that has passed the classifier H N on the final stage is judged to be an object. To detect an object, the image must be scanned thoroughly. However, most regions contain no objects: Therefore, since most of the background regions contain patterns that clearly differ from those of an object, it is possible to expedite the process dramatically by adopting this immediate rejection strategy. Let us denote the probability that an image of correct object passes a single cascade by D r (0<D r <1). Let us also denote the probability that an image of incorrect object passes it by F p (0<F p <1). Then the probability that an image of correct object passes n successive cascades is D r n , whereas the probability that an image of incorrect object passes them is F p n . For D r =0.999, F p =0.5 and n=40, e.g., D r n = 0.999 40 » 0.96 and F p n = 0.5 40 » 10 -13 . This means that this cascade-type classifier classifies almost all the images containing correct objects correctly, whereas it rejects almost all the images containing incorrect objects. 
Experimental results and discussion
For the experiments, we used side-scan sonar images obtained in actual environments. Two sites were used for exploration; a muddy seabed and a sandy seabed.
After lowering the sonar device into the water from the stern of the research vessel, we explored an area about 300 meters wide and 2,000 meters long, and obtained images of the seabed. The water within the scope of the exploration was about 20 meters deep. The area was inspected by adjusting the sonar's towing depth to a set interval of 12 -14 meters from the sea surface. The total navigation time was approximately 8 hours.
This exploration revealed the seabed to be generally flat. Figure 7(a) shows the images of the seabed taken using the side-scan sonar. Fig. 8 . The ROC curve of the object detector.
Detection of objects
The number of training images taken by cascade classifiers needed for detecting objects is 4,000 object images (24 x 32 pixels) and 1,000 non-object images.
Since it is practically difficult to prepare for 4,000 images of underwater objects, we increased the number of object images by changing the luminosity of some of them. Actually, the gray values of the original image were varied within the range of -10% to 10%. Figure 6 shows examples of the object images.
Since there is a need to exhaustively detect all seabed objects, whatever their size, we varied the size of the sub-window in 0.1-fold increments from 0.8-fold to 1.2-fold. We determined the size of the image for learning as 24 × 32 pixels, and the window size changes every 0.1-fold. Figure 8 shows the ROC curve of the object detector used for the dataset.
The computer used for the calculation has 4 GB memory and a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor. Detection of seabed objects required approximately 250 msec per image in average. The detection results are shown in Fig. 7 (b) .
Detection was favorable for those objects both on a muddy seabed and on top of sand-waves (ripples) on a sandy seabed. Table 1 shows the result of the object detection in two sea areas. With the first sea area, manual exploration revealed 124 objects existent on the seabed. Out of these objects, 109 were detected correctly using the proposed method. The seabed object detection rate was 87.9%. On the other hand, with the second sea area, 14 objects were detected correctly out of 17, and its accuracy was 82.4%. The average detection accuracy in the two sea areas was 85.1%. This high accuracy rate suggests that the proposed method is effective for detecting seabed objects.
Accuracy of the proposed method
To use the proposed method in an actual environment, positional accuracy will come into question. Since the research vessel that tows the sonar device is equipped with the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), it can obtain the information on its location. We use the vessel's location information as the basis for comparing the position of known objects with the position of the detected seabed objects, and investigate its degree of accuracy.
As the rectangle that surrounds the detected object includes its shadow, a rectangle that surrounds only the object is needed. We take note of the characteristics that a beam emitted from the sonar device is reflected only at the side of an object, and that its width roughly coincides with the vertical direction of the rectangular region. We use, as a starting point, a single point on the lateral side of a seabed object found inside a rectangular region. We then match the length of the rectangle's horizontal direction to the length of the rectangle's vertical direction to create a square. However, since this square does not necessarily accurately encompass the contour of the seabed object, we highlight the edges of the object images contained inside the square, then further re-shape the square to enclose the edges of the contour. The result is a rectangle surrounding the object. The results are shown in Fig. 7(c) .
The minimum size of an identified object in the acoustic image obtained from a sonar, in other words, the resolution of the system, is 15 cm. We calculate the size and the location of the objects within an exploration range of 150 m on the left-hand side of the ship, and 150 m on the right-hand side, followed by the center of gravity of the rectangle that surrounds the detected object, and compare it with the position of the center of gravity of known objects. Table 2 shows the results of the comparison of accuracy. The average error between the positions of the detected objects and their known positions was 0.477 m, and the maximum error was 0.666 m. GNSS, which is commonly used for seabed exploration, shows positional accuracy (catalog value) of 1 -2 meters in the horizontal direction. The positional error of the proposed method can thus be regarded as satisfactory. Figure 9 shows the location of the detected objects and the trajectory of the research vessel. The blue line shows the trajectory, and the red squares indicates the position of the seabed object detected by the proposed method. The black mark x is the position of the seabed objects measured by GNSS. The numbers on the x and y axes are the World Geodetic System (JGD2000; I) scale, i.e., the geodetic coordinates that divide the Japanese archipelago into 19 datums. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method of detecting seabed objects based on machine learning that uses Haar-like features and cascade AdaBoost to analyze side-scan sonar images, and reported experimental results to show efficacy of the proposed method. The shape of the objects captured in the seabed images that include shadows showed good compatibility with Haar-like features. This contributed to satisfactory performance of the proposed method for detecting seabed objects.
A problem with the proposed method, however, is that it currently takes an average 250 ms to process each image, thus requiring off-line analysis. The challenge now is to improve the algorithm to enable online processing in real time.
There may be a need to use either Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Independent Component Analysis (ICA), or both of them [10] to examine pretreatment for detecting seabed objects that does not depend on the luminosity and contrast of the original image.
